11 April 2006

CUSTOMS MEMORANDUM ORDER
NO. 13-2006

Subject: Amendment to CMO 9-2006

Effective immediately all shipments of plastic raw materials or resins entered under the Warehousing System are hereby exempted from the clearance requirement stipulated under CMO No. 9-2006. In lieu thereof, the following procedure is hereby directed:

1. The concerned Operating Warehousing Division or equivalent unit shall submit to the VRIS-OCom through the WDRD a daily list of plastic raw materials or resins together with copies of the SAD processed under the warehousing system;
2. The VRIS-OCom shall evaluate the warehousing entry SAD to determine if there is any discrepancy. In the event that there is any discrepancy, a report shall be made and shall be transmitted to the Bonds Division or Unit through the WDRD;
3. The Bonds Division shall make the corresponding adjustment on the covering bonds on those warehousing entries found with discrepancies, copy furnished the concerned operating warehousing division.

For strict compliance.

NAPOLEON L. MORALES
Acting Commissioner